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Tea Dial In Sheet for Baristas 

Designing an Intentional Tea Program: Part 2 
By Jordan Scherer 

  
If you have journeyed with us this far with Spirit Tea, you know that one thing is always true: there is 
nothing certain in life but the constant changes you see in your tea menu. I think that’s how the old 
expression goes.  
 
Once you have decided to transition your tea menu into an elevated program, it’s important to 
showcase your intentionality to both your sta� and your customers.  
 
First and foremost, contextualizing the experience is integral: emphasizing the exclusivity, seasonality, 
and transparency of our tea.  We covered the �rst part of this in my last post about the importance of a 
separate tea menu.  
  
The second component of this is to set appropriate time expectations with your customers. I often 
coach baristas to let customers know that the leaves need  room to bloom  to ensure the best cup. As 
our teas can brew anywhere from 3 to 5 minutes, it’s been best practice to let them know 
approximations of when their tea will be ready.  
 
While we hope it will be worth their wait, we also want to this expectation to show that you indeed 
take your tea program seriously by adhering to care and methodology.  
 
Next comes the internal part: behind the bar. We all know that the restaurant/service industry has 
baristas and servers come and go. While most of our cafe partners at Spirit Tea have received initial 
training, it’s important to keep guides on hand around for new hires  to understand that same care and 
methodology.  
  
While the technical side of infusion is a complicated topic to delve into, the importance of tea 
brewing’s variables is easy to digest:  dose, temp, time, and volume of water.  
  
I’ve noticed across my continental travels that some of the strongest tea programs in the country also 
use a display station near hot water tanks identifying each tea and their variable-dependent 
speci�cations. While also a backup reference guide, I think this subtly reminds baristas to be mindful 
and present when brewing the tea.  
  
Here below are a few examples of sheets we have created - as well as dial in sheets I’ve observed at cafes 
across the country. 

https://spirit-tea.myshopify.com/blogs/news/the-importance-of-a-separate-menu
https://spirit-tea.myshopify.com/blogs/news/the-importance-of-a-separate-menu
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 I hope you can smoothly implement these additions into your cafe! Of course, don’t hesitate to reach 
out if you have any questions, need suggestions, or want help �eshing out a dedicated, intentional tea 
program. Until next time, #steepslowly!  
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